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Application of Model Theoretic Games 
to Discrete Linear Orders and Finite Automata* 
RICHARD E. LADNER 
Department of Computer Science, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195 
We apply the method of model theoretic games to theories of linear order. We 
obtain the known "equivalence" between o~-regular sets and the monadic 
second-order theory of (~o, <) and the known "equivalence" between the 
star free regular sets and the first-order theory of finite linear orders. Finally, 
we give a new decision procedure for the monadic second order theory of 
(% <) which does not rely on a reduction to the emptiness problem for automata 
on ~o-words. 
The work of Biichi (1962, 1963) and others has established a close tie between 
finite automata nd monadic second-order theories of linear order. In one of 
Biichi's more important results he shows the decidability of the monadic 
second-order theory of (w, <) ,  the linear order of the natural numbers, w = 
{1, 2, 3,...}, by reducing the problem of whether a sentence is true in (w, <)  
to the problem of whether a certain kind of finite automaton accepts any infinite 
words. 
On the other hand, Ehrenfeucht (1961) and Lfiuchli (1968) have used certain 
kinds of model theoretic games to show the decidability of some first-order and 
weak monadic second-order theories of linear orders. 
Bfichi's method and those of Ehrenfeucht and L/iuchli seem quite different, 
but as we shall show in the paper, their methods are really closely related. The 
main thrust of the paper is to relate theories of linear orders with monadic 
predicates to finite automata using model theoretic game techniques. We show 
the "equivalence" of the monadic second-order theory of finite linear orders 
and the regular sets and the "equivalence" of the monadic second-order theory 
of w and the w-regular sets. These equivalences are implicit in tile work of 
Btichi. We obtain the "equivalence" of the first-order theory of finite linear 
orders and the star free regular sets which was first discovered by McNaughton 
and Papert (1971). The notion of equivalence we refer to will be defined precisely 
later. We also obtain relatively simple decision procedures for certain monadic 
second-order theories of linear orders including the monadic second order 
theory of (co, <).  
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Although the main results we obtain are not original, we believe that the 
method of model theoretic games greatly simplifies their proofs. The game 
technique seems to minimize the formula manipulation of earlier proofs while 
at the same time emphasizes the combinatorial spects of the proofs. 
We adopt the following notation. Let 2: be a finite alphabet. We define Z+ 
to be the set of all nonempty finite words in the alphabet 2:, e to be the empty 
word, and 2:* = 27+ u {E}. If x, y E 2J* then xy is the concatenation of x to y. 
I fx~2:* thenx  ° =~andx ~ =xx  ~- l fo rk>/  1. I fA ,  B_C2:*then 
AB = {xy: x ~ A and y e B}, 
A °={e}andA ~-AA ~-I for k >/ 1, 
A*  = Q) A ~, 
~>~0 
A + = A* - -  {e}. 
We define X% the set of oJ-words in the alphabet Z, to be the set of mappings 
of co into Z. We usually indicate a member of 2:~ by x = ala ~ "'" where each 
(r ieZ .  If x eZ  + then x °) = xx " ' .  I f  xeZ*  and ye2: "  then xy is the con- 
catenation of x to y. I f  A C Z* and B _C Z o, then 
AB = {xy :xeA and yeB},  
A ~ = {xlx ~ "": for all i, xi E A C~ 2:+}. 
I f  x e Z*, then [ x [ denotes the length of x and if x e 2:~ then ] x I = oJ. 
I f  S is a set, then I1S II denotes the cardinality of S and 2 s denotes the set of 
subsets of S. 
1. LINEAR ORDERS 
Let 2: be a finite alphabet. Let < be a binary relation symbol and U. a unary 
or monadic relation symbol for each a ~ 27. As logical symbols we adopt 
p, q, r, P l ,  P~ ,... 
P, Q, R, P1 , P2 ,'" 
A, v, N ,  D 
V, 3 
as individual variables, 
as set or monadic predicate variables, 
as logical operation symbols, 
as quantifier symbols, 
as the equality symbol. 
(Monadic second-order) atomic Z-formulas are those of the form p < q, p = q, 
P (p)  and U,(p) for a E Z. (Monadic second-order) Z-formulas are well formed 
formulas built up from the atomic Z-formulas using the logical operation and 
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quantifier symbols. First-order l-formulas are Z-formulas which do not contain 
set variables. Every monadic / - formula  is equivalent o one in prenex form, 
that is, in the form Xi~1X2~2,..., Xm~¢ where Xi e {V, 3}, ~:i s an individual or set 
variable, and ¢ is quantifier free. A l-sentence is a / - fo rmula  which has no free 
variables. Define ~x. , ,  to be the set of monadic second-order/-sentences in 
prenex form with n quantifiers. Define d{z = 0n~//{z.n. Correspondingly, 
define ~q~z,~ and &° z for first-order/-sentences. 
Whenever we interpret a/ -sentence in a structure we always interpret < to 
be a linear order; that is, <~ satisfies transitivity and trichotomy. Also, {U~: a ff I}  
are pairwise disjoint sets that cover the universe of the structure. Hence we may 
interpret finite models of Z-sentences to be simply members of Z + (the set of all 
nonempty words in the alphabet l ) .  Further, models of order type w are simply 
members of 2: ~ (the set of all w-words in the alphabet 27). 
To be formal we can define the satisfaction relation, ~ .  Let ¢ be a / - fo rmula  
with free individual Variables Pi ,..., P~ and free set variables/'1 ,..., P~ then 
~2¢ [Pl ,'",Pk, Pi ..... Pq 
t t i , . . .  , t~ , Ti ,..., T t ' 
where 1 ~< ti < [ w [ + 1 and Ti _C [1, I w [ + 1), means¢is truein the "model" 
w where Pi is interpreted as the tith letter of w, P~ is interpreted as the set of 
letters in w specified by Ti • 
Note. We usually reserve the letters "s" and "t" with or without subscripts 
for natural numbers. Likewise "S"  and "T"  with or without subscripts are 
reserved for subsets of natural numbers. 
The satisfaction relation is defined inductively on/ - formulas in the usual way 
(cf. Enderton (1972)). It is important o recognize how the predicates Uo for 
aaE  are interpreted. Let x =a ia  2. . .~t where ~ i~ l  for 1 ~ i~<t .  I f  
1 ~ s ~< t then x ~z  U~(P)[s ~] if and only if a s = or. The remainder of the 
atomic formulas are interpreted by: 
x ~ pl < p~ [Pl, P2] 
tl , t2J 
X ~z 'P l  = P2 [P l ,P2]  
t i ,  t2l 
if and only if t 1 < t~, 
if and only i f t  i =t  2, 
x ~r  Pi(Pi) r[pi, Pill if and only if t 1 E TI ,  
ti , Ti 
(1 -~ t i , t  2 ~ tand  T 1C[1,t ] ) .  
Extending the satisfaction relation to nonatomic formulas is done in the standard 
way. Also the definition of ~z  for w-words is analogous. 
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If ¢ is a/J-sentence define 
MOD~:(¢) = {x e 27+: x ~r  ¢} and 
MOD~(¢) = {x e X°': x ~2: ¢}- 
Some abbreviations that we use are: 
"p ~< q" for "p < q v p = q", 
"p = 1" for "Vq(p ~< q)", 
"p -- f2" for "Vq(q >~ p)", 
"p - -q+l"  for "q<p^Vr( r<~qvp<~r)" ,  
"p =q+t"  for "3r(r =q+(t - -  1 )^p =r+ 1)", 
"p =t"  for "3r(r =t - - l^p=r+l ) " ,  
"¢(t)" for "3p(p  =- t ^ ¢(p))", 
"¢(p + t)" for "3q(q = p + t ^ ¢(~))". 
(Note. p and q are variables while t is a number.) 
We use other standard abbreviations as wel l .  
EXAMPLE. Consider the {0, 1}-sentence 
¢ ~- U0(1 ) ^ Vl(g2) A Vp(p<X2D ((Uo(P) D Ul (p+ 1)) ^  (Vl(p)D U0(P+ 1)))), 
MOD{o,:t}(¢ ) = {01}+. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the {0, 1}-sentence 
q~ ~- Vp((Uo(p) D UI( p -q- 1)) A (UI(p)D Uo( p ~- 1))), 
MOD~'oa}(¢) ----- {(01) °', (10)~}. 
2. FINITE AUTOMATA AND REGULAR SETS 
A X-semiautomaton is a quadruple (Q, 27, 3, ;~) = N where Q is a finite set 
of states, A e Q and S is a mapping from Q × z' into 2 o. The function 3 may be 
extended to Q × 27* in the natural way, 3(a, a) • {a} and 3(a, xa) = {c: for some 
b ~ 3(a, x), c e ~(b, a)}. The X-semiautomaton N is said to be deterministic f 
[] S(a, a)I] ~< 1 for all a ~ Q and a e 27. 
I f F  _C Q then J/" ~ (N, F) is a 27-automaton. The set of finite words accepted 
by ~ is 
ACCz(sU) = {x ~Z+: 3(h, x) c~F :/: ;~}. 
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A set contained in Z* is X-regular if and only if it is accepted by some X- 
automaton. It is well known (cf. Rabin and Scott (1959)) that the N-regular sets 
are the smallest class of sets containing the empty set and the sets {~} for a ~ Z 
and closed under union, concatenation and Kleene star. 
We wiU have some use later for the star free X-regular sets, which is the smallest 
class of sets containing the empty set and the sets {a} for ~ e 2J and closed under 
union, concatenation, and complementation (with respect o 27*). 
There are several equivalent notions of acceptance of infinite words by 
finite automata. There is an excellent survey of these different notions by 
Choueka (1974). It  turns out that the original Btichi (1962) notion of acceptance 
of infinite words by finite automata fits in best with our approach. 
I f  x = a1% "- ~ N% where as 6 2 for all i, then define a run of N on x to be 
an co-word aoa 1 "" ~ Q°~ such that a 0 = 2t and a~+ 1 ~ S(ai, ei). The set of co-words 
accepted by ~ = (N, F)  is 
ACC~(dg) - -  {x ~ Z~: there is a run a0a x "" of N on 
x such that a s ~F  for infinitely many i}. 
A set contained in Z ~ is co-N-regular if it is accepted by some X-automaton. 
It  follows directly from the definitions that a set is co-N-regular if and only if 
it is the finite union of sets of the form AB °" where A and B are Z-regular 
subsets of 27 + . 
3. MODEL THEORETIC GAMES 
We now describe a model theoretic game that is one of the basic tools we use. 
Apparently these model theoretic games were first used by Fraisse (1954). 
The monadie second-order Z, n game is a two player game which is played in 
two members of Z + or in two members of N °. The rules of the game are essen- 
tially the same when played in members of N + or in members of Z °~ so we 
describe the rules only as it is played in two members x and y of X +. 
Letx=~l%- - '~andy  =~l~-2- . -~-~sothat lx l  ~-sand ly !  =t .  
The two players are denoted by Player I and Player I I .  There are two kinds 
of plays, individual p ays and set plays. An individual play consists of a player 
choosing a letter position from either x or y. A set play consists of choosing a 
subset of the letter positions of x or a subset of the letter positions ofy. 
Players I and I I  play alternately with Player I playng first. Player I can make 
either kind of play in either x or y. Player I I  must follow with the same kind 
of play but in the other word. A move consists of a play by Player I followed by a 
play by Player II. After n moves, the game nds. The moves can be recorded 
as pairs whose first coordinates indicate plays in x, and second coordinates 
indicate plays in y. 
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The recorded moves 
{(si, tl): 1 ~ i ~ k} individual moves, 
{(Si, Ti): 1 ~ i ~ l} set moves, 
where k + l ~ n, 1 ~ s~ ~ s, 1 ~ ti ~ t, S~C[ I , s ] ,  T~_C[1, t]. Player I I  
wins if all the following hold: 
(i) % i=T* , f ° r l  ~<i~<k,  
(ii) s~ e Sj if and only if t~ e T~ for 1 ~ i ~< k and 1 ~< k ~< l, 
(iii) s, < sj if and only if t~ < t,. for 1 ~< i, j < k. 
In other words, Player I I  wins if the moves made cannot distinguish x from y. 
Player I wins just in case Player I I  does not. 
The first-order Z, n game is the monadic second-order 27, n game with no set 
plays allowed. 
I f  x and y e 27+ then define x ~z,n Y if and only if Player I I  has a winning 
strategy in the monadic second-order 27, n game played in x and y. It  should be 
clear that ~z.n is an equivalence relation on Z +. We may define similar equiv- 
alence relations: (1) ~ ,~ for the monadic second-order Z, n game in members 
of Z~; (2) "~z,~ for the first-order Z', n game in members of Z+; and (3) ~o  for 
the first-order Z, n game in members of 270~. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x, y e Z + and x, y e Z °~. 
(i) I f  x ~z .n  Y then for all q~ e dPdz,n, x e MODz(~) iff y e MODz($), 
(ii) I f x  ~ , ,  y then for al l$ e d/fz,~, x 6 MOD~)  i f fy  e MODe(S), 
(iii) I f  x ~'~z,~ Y then for all $ e ~z .n ,  x e MODz(¢) iff y ~ MODz(¢), 
(iv) I f  x ~'~,n Y then for all $ e ~'¢z,n, x e MOD~(¢) iff y 6 MODe(S). 
Proof. Ehrenfeucht (1961) and Fagin (1975) have proofs that are essentially 
the same as the proof of the lemma. All four parts of the lemma have similar 
proofs so we prove only part (i). 
Suppose x e MODz(q~) and y 6 MODz($) for some q~ e rid'z,. • Let s = ] x I 
and t = [ y [, and let 6 = Xi~i "'" X=~n~ where X, e {V, ~} and ~i is a variable for 
1 -~< i ~. n, and ~ is quantifier free. We have ~-~6 is equivalent to Xi~i "'" X~n ~'~ 
(where~ =Vi fx  =3and~ =3i fx  =V) -  
We define inductively on m a winning strategy for Player I in the monadic 
second-order Z, n game on x and y such that if the first m moves are {(a~, fi,): 
1 ~ i ~ m} (where 1 ~ a~ ~ s, 1 ~ ~ ~ t if ~ is an individual variable and 
a~ C [1, s] and fl~ _C [1, t] if ~ is a set variable) then 
. . .  r . . . . .  
LO~t ~- . -~ o~ma 
and (1) 
Y ~ 2,~÷~,~+~ "'" 2~g.  ~ ~ .... , ~ • 
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This is clearly true for m = 0. Assume the first m moves satisfy (1). Player I 's 
(m + 1)st play is to play in x if X,~+I is 3 and play iny if X,~+ 1is ~. The play is an 
individual play if ~,~+1 is an individual variable and is a set play if ~+1 is a set 
variable. If, for instance the play is in x then choose c%+ 1so as to force 
x ~ X~+'2~m+2 "'" X'~'~¢ [~11 , ........, %~+1J~'~+~] . 
Since Player I I  plays in y and 2m+1 is V then 
,..., $~+1] 
where fi~+1 is Player I I 's  play in y. 
After n moves we must have 
kO~ I ~ • . .  
and [C1 .... , G l y ~ -~¢ ~,...,/~.J 
Since ¢ is just a Boolean combination of atomic formulas, then it is not difficult 
to see that Player I wins the game. | 
Define the function g: N × N ~ N (N = {0, 1, 2,...}) where g(0, n) = n and 
g(k + 1, n) = 2 g(k,n). The index of an equivalence relation is the number of 
equivalence classes it has. 
LEMMA 3.2. 
(i) ~x,n and ~-.~,~ each have index ~ g(n, ~k=0 ~J=l X J2(n-~);flS(k, j)), 
(ii) x.. and ~z , .  each have index ~ g(n, Zj~I ][ Z []JjlS(n, j) ), 
where S(k, j) are Stirling numbers of the second kind. 
Proof. The proof of the lemma is implicit in a proof of Ehrenfeucht (1961). 
We begin with a proof of (i) for ~ , . .  Let x ~ 27+ with x = ~1cr2 "-" as. For 
s i ~ [1, s] and Si C [1, s] define 
t0,~,~(x; sl ,..., s~; G ,..., X3  = (p, ~, ~) 
where 
p: [1, k] --~ Z, 
, :  [1, k] ~ 2r1,% 
zr is a mapping of [1, k] into [1, k] with the property that for all 
j E [2, k] if zr-l(j) :2~ ~ then zr-X(j - -  1) :~ ~,  
643/33/4-z 
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satisfying 
%~ = p(i), 
s i ~ Sj if and only if j e r(i), 
si < st if and only if rr(i) < ~r(j). 
Given x, s 1 .... , sk, $1 ,..., Sz there is a unique such (p, r, ~r). Define: 
t~+l,k,t(x; sl ..... sty; $1 ..... &) 
: {tn,k+l,l(X; $1 , ' " ,  Sk+l; 31 , ' " ,  S l ) :  Sk+l e [1, ] x 1]} 
I.) {tn.k,l+l(X; $1 , ' " ,  3/~; S1 .... , St+l) :  Sz+ 1 C [1, I x IlL 
It is straightforward to prove by induction on n, that Player I I  has a winning 
strategy in the 27, n + k + l game in x and y with n moves remaining and moves 
{(si,t~): 1 ~<i~<k}vo{(S i ,T i ) : l  <~ i <~ l} made so far if and only if 
tn,lc,Z(X; 31 , ' " ,  Sic; S1  ... . .  S1) = t~,~,~(y; t a ..... tk; T~ ,..., Ti). 
Hence x ~z,~Y if and only if t~,o.o(x ) = t~.o.o(y ). We need an estimate on 
Ii{Qo,o(X): x ~ Z+}[]. Define Tj = {tj,~,z(x; s t ,..., sk; $1 ,..., Si): x6Z +, si~ [1, [ x/], 
S iC[1 , ]x l ]  and j - ?k+l=n}.  By the definitions, for each j<n each 
member of Tj+ 1 is a subset of Tj.  Hence IIT~+I]I ~<2nr& Also I[T~I] = 
II{t.,o,o(X): x e 27% 
By counting arguments 
I] To = ~ ~ [] 27 H'2(n-~'Jfi S(k, j), 
k=0 j=l 
where S(k, j)  are the Stifling numbers of the second kind. 
The argument for ~ .n  is identical to that just given. 
Part (ii) of the lemma can be proved using the same technique, using sets 
t~,k(x; s I .... , s~) instead of tn,~a(x; s1 ,..., s~; S 1 .... , Sz). | 
We define m~(n) to be the index of ~x,~ and l~(n) to be the index of ~"x,n • 
By the preceding lemma there is a constant c > 0 such that lz(n), m~(n) are 
bounded by g(n + 1, c(l] 27 [1 -[- n2)). 
We finish off this section with an example of a model theoretic game. Con- 
sider the two words 01 and 001 in the alphabet 27 = {0, 1}. Player I I  has a 
winning strategy in the first-order 27, 1 game in the two words while Player I has 
a winning strategy in the first-order 27, 2 game in the two words. 
A very careful analysis of first-order model theoretic games is given by 
Rackoff (1975). 
4. FINITE WORDS 
In this section we restrict ourselves to ~'+. The first lemma of this section is 
quite simple, but is fundamental in what is to follow: 
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LEMMA 4.1. 
(i) 
and 
(ii) 
Proof. 
For all x, y ~ Z+ and z ~ Z*, 
i f  x ~z ,~ Y, then xz  ~z .~ yz  
i f  x Nz ,n  y, then xz ~"~s,~ yz.  
We only give the proof for part (i); the proof of part (ii) is analogous. 
Assume Player I I  has a winning strategy in the monadic second-order Z, n game 
in x and y. 
Player I I 's  winning strategy in xz and yz  is simply to partition all the plays into 
the parts played in x or y and the parts played in z. Player I I 's strategy is to play 
in x or y according to his winning strategy in the 27, n game in x and y and play 
the identity strategy in z. So, for instance, if Player I plays the set S in xz then 
S --  Sx t3 S~ where S~ _C [1, ] x 1] and S~ _C [1 x [ + 1, [ xz !]. Player I I 's  
response in yz  is the set T = Tv k3 T~ where Tv would be Player I I 's response 
to S~ in his winning strategy in the Z, n game in x and y, and T~ -- {I Y [ -- 
Ixl+s:sES~}. |
Recall that mz(n) is the number of ~x.n equivalence classes and lx(n) is that 
number of ~z.,~ equivalence classes. 
LEMMA 4.2. For all x ~ Z + there are y, z ~ Z + such that 
(i) x ~z ,nY  and ] y '~ <~ rnz(n), 
(ii) x ~'~z,n z and l z [ <~ Iz(n). 
Proof. Again we give only a proof of part (i). Let x ~ Z + and choose y to be 
minimal length so that x ~z.~ Y. I f  [Yl > mz(n) then by Lemma 3.20) there 
exist distinct prefixes of y that are ~zsequiva lent .  Thus y = uvw where 
v 56 e and u ~z ,n  uv. By Lemma 4.1, uw ~z .n  Y, but uw is shorter than y 
contradicting the minimality of y. Hence l Y ] <~ ms(n). | 
For each X and n we define a basic deterministic Z-semiautomata Mx,n .  
Let [x]z,~ be the ~z,~-equivalence class ofx. 
M~,~ = (9, z,  ~, A) 
where Q = {[x]z,~: x ~ X +} ~3 {A} and ~ is defined by 
a(A, 09 = {E~]~,~} 
and 
~([x]z,~, ~) = {[x~]~,n). 
Lemma 3.2 guarantees that O is a finite set while Lemma 4.1 guarantees that 8 
is a well-defined function. 
We believe that the following theorem is implicit in the work of Biichi. We 
appreciate the help of M. Benda in obtaining our original proof. 
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THEOREM 4.3 (Btichi). A set A C_ Z+ is Z-regular i f  and only if there is a 
~ d/dz such that A ~ MODz(~). 
Proof. (only if) It  is not difficult to show that the Z-regular subsets of 27+ 
is the smallest class of sets containing the emPtY set and the singleton sets {6} for 
~ Z and closed under union, concatenation, and plus. We show by induction 
on the building of regular sets that if A is a Z-regular subset of Z+ then there is 
lo, a 27-formula ~A(P, q) with two free variables such that %% "'" a m ~ ~A[s,t q] 
if and only if 1 ~ s ~ t ~ m and %%+1 "" at 6 A. Meyer and Stockmeyer have 
very similar kinds of constructions. Once this is done we define ~b A = ~A(l, ~Q). 
Clearly, A = MODz(~bA). 
First def ine6o ~p =qAp f f :qand(~o~p ~q^ Uo(p) for eacha~Z.  
Suppose ~A(P, q) and q~(p, q) are already defined, then define 
6A, =-- 3r[4~(P, r) ^ q~n(r + 1, q)] 
~A+ ~ ~A(P, q) V 3R[3rR(r) ^  Vr(R(r) D p ~ r n r < q) 
^ Vr(((R(r) ^  Vr'(R(r') D r' >/r)) D (~A(P, r)) 
^ Vr(((R(,) ^ Vr'(n(r ')  D , '  ~< r)) ~ ¢~(r + l, q)) 
^ VrVr'(((R(r)  ^  R(r ') ^  r < r '^  Vr"(r < r" < r'  D ,~R(r"))) D qSA(r -I- 1,r'))] 
(if) Suppose A = MODz(q~). We can assume q~ is in prenex form so that 
q5 c d//Z,n for some n. Let F~ = {[x]z.~: x ~z  q~}. It follows immediately that 
ACCz((Mz,~, F,)) = MODz(qS). I f  x is accepted by (Mr , , ,  F,) then x ~z . ,  Y 
for some y such that y ~z  ~- By Lemma 3.1 x ~z  4. On the other hand, if 
x ~z  6 then [x]z,, EF t .  Hence x is accepted by (Mz.~, F,). | 
The preceding theorem demonstrates the "equivalence" of regular sets and 
finite models of monadic second order sentences of linear orders. The case of 
first-order sentences is also quite interesting. MeNaughton and Papert (1971) 
have a first-order system they call "FOL'~ which is equivalent in a certain sense 
to the star free regular sets. What follows is essentially a new way of obtaining 
that equivalence. 
Recall that the star free E-regular sets is the smallest class of sets containing 
the sets {~} for a 6 27 and the empty set and closed under union, concatenation? 
and complement with respect to Z*. A noncounting 27-regular set is a regular 
subset A of 27* satisfying the property that there is an integer k such that for 
all x, y, z E Z*, xykz ~ A iff xy~+lz E A. McNaughton and Papert (1971) have 
shown that the star free Z-regular sets are exactly the noncounting Z-regular sets. 
(Meyer (1966) has a simplified proof.) 
LEMMA 4.4. For all n and for all x, y, z ~ E* such that I xyz [ >~ 1; 
xy2'*-!g r.a&n xy~"z. : :, • 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on n. If there are no moves (n = 0), then 
certainly xy°z Nz,o xyrz. Assume that for all x, y, z with ] xyz I >/ 1, Player I I  
has we winning strategy in the first-order Z, n game in xy2~-lz and xy2~z. 
Let x, y, and z be given with ] xyz! >~ 1. We describe Player i I ' s  winning 
strategy in the X, n -k 1 game in xy~n+X-lz and xy2~+~z. Player I 's first p!ay parti- 
tions one of the two words into two parts, the part to the left of the play and 
the part to the right of the play. We examine the case when Player I first plays in 
xy2~+~-lz. The other case is analogous. We have xy2~+l-lz = x'y~:ztx'~ytz 't where 
h + l = 2 ~+l - -  2 and Player I 's first play is I x'Y ~z' I. Either h or l is >/2  n - -  1. 
Suppose h >~ 2 ~ - -  1 as the other case is symmetric. Player I I 's  first play is 
] x'Y k+lz' t. This play partitions xy2~+~z into x'yT~+lz'x"y~z ". Player I I 's  strategy 
then is to play the identity strategy in x"yZz " and his winning strategy in the 
first-order Z, n game in x'y~z ' and x'yk+lz '. Such a winning strategy exists 
because k >/2  ~ - -  1, so that x'y~:z ' and x'yk+lz' have the right form. | 
I t  is not difficult to show from the lemma that xyT~z ~'~z,~ xY ~z for all k, l ~> 
2 ~ - -  1. 
THEOREM 4.5 (McNaughton and Papert). A set A C_ Z + is a star free 
Z-regular set of and only if there is a ¢ E ~z  such that A = MODz(¢). 
Proof. (only if) It is not hard to show that the star free X-regular subsets 
of Z + is the smallest class of sets containing the empty set and the singleton 
sets {a} for a E Z, and closed under union, concatenation, and complement with 
respect o Z +. In an argument very similar to those of Meyer and Stockmeyer 
(1974), we construct for each star free Z-regular subset, A, of Z+ a first-order 
Z-formula CA(P, q) with two free variables with the property that a~% "" %, ~z  
CA[s.t] iff 1 ~ s ~< t ~< m and a,a~+ 1 "" at E A. From Theorem 4.3 all that 
remains is how to construct ~+-A once CA is known. 
4'Z+--A --= P ~< q ^ ~¢A.  
(if) From Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 we can conclude that if A = MODz(¢) 
for ~ ~ ~z°  then A is a noncounting Z-regular set. Hence d is a star free Z-regular 
set. | 
One nice byproduct o this approach is a very simple (but not necessarily 
efficient) algorithm for deciding if a monadic second-order sentence is true in 
all finite linear orders. Let ¢ be a monadic second-order sentence in a binary 
relation <.  The sentence ~ is true in all finite linear orders just in case 
MOD{0}(¢) = 0 +. Now, ¢ can be put into prenex form with, say, n leading 
quantifiers. By Lemma 4.2, MOD{0}(¢) = 0 + if and only if 0 ~n ~{0} ¢ for all 
m ~< m{0}(n ). For each m ~< m(0}(n ) it can be tested algorithmically whether or 
not 0 ~ ~(o)¢.  
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5. o)-WORDS 
If  x ~ Z ~ and x = alcr 2 "'" then define x(i, j) = ai "'" o j _  1 for i < j, x(i, oJ) = 
aiai+l ,..., and x(i) ~- ai. 
Let 27 and n be given and recall (from Section 4) that the Z'-semiautomaton 
Mz, ~ = (Q, z, 8, A) where Q = {[x]x,n: x e Z +} k) {h}. For a, b e Q - {A} define 
the set 
Wz,~(a, b) ~- {x E X~: m 1 < m 2 < "" such that 
x(1, ml) e a and x(mi ,  mi+l) E b for all i ~> 1}. 
LEMMA 5.1. For all x ~ 27 ~ there is a, b EQ - {A} such that x E Wz,n(a, b). 
Proof. The proof is an application of Ramsey's theorem (1929). Partition all 
unordered pairs {i,j} into l] Q H - 1 sets. The pair {i,j} goes into set Va(a ~ Q - 
{h}) just in case i < j  and x( i , j )~ a. Now, by Ramsey's theorem there is an 
infinite set H _C ~o and b ~ Q - {A} such that if i :/: j and i, j E H then {i, j} e Vb. 
Let m be the first member of H which is greater than 1 and let a = Ix(l, m)]x,~. 
Clearly, x ~ Wz,~(a, b). 
This next lemma shows us how to play model theoretic games on oJ-words 
using the same kind of games on finite words. 
LEMMA 5.2. I f  X and y ~ W$,,(a, b) then x ~,n  Y" 
Proof. We may partition x into xlx2x 3 "." and y into Yl Y~ Ys "'" where each 
xi andyi are in 27+ and xi mz,  n Yi for all i. Player I I 's winning strategy on x and y 
is simply to piece together his winning strategies on each of the pairs (xi ,  Yi). 
The details are left to the reader. | 
LEMMA 5.3. For all z E 27~ there exist x, y e 27+ such that ] x l, [ Y ] ~ mx(n) 
and z ~,~ xy% 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 z e Wz.,(a,  b) for some a, b cQ - {A}. By Lemma 4.2 
there are x, y e 27+ each of length ~ mz(n) such that x E a and y e b. Since 
xy ~ e Wz,n(a, b) then by Lemma 5.2 z ~,~ xy% | 
We may now construct a Z-semiautomaton M~., = (Q × Q × Q, 27, ~, 
(A, A, h)). Given an input x e 27% M~,~ "guesses" for which pair a, b e Q - {A} 
does x belong to W~,,(a, b). All that needs defining is ~. Since Mz,~ is deter- 
ministic, then think of 3 as a mapping of Q × 27 into Q. 
r(@, A, c), ~) = {(~(~, ~), b, ~) • b e Q - {A}} w {(~, A, ~(~, ~))} 
~((a, b, c), a) = j{(a,b, 8(c,a))} if b 4=8(c,a) and a,b=/=h 
t{(a, b, S(c, a)), (a, b, h)} if b =3(c,(r)  and a,b :/=~. 
The function y is defined to be empty at all other arguments. 
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LEMMA 5.4. The co-word x e Wx,n(a, b) if and only if there is a run clod 1 ." 
of M~.~ on x such that di ~ (a, b, A) for infinitely many i. 
Proof. Suppose x = xox 1 ". where x 0 E a and xl 6 b for all i ~> 1. We have 
(a, b, )t) ~ 7((t, h, A), Xo) by staying in state (A, A, 3(A, x)) for each proper prefix, 
x, of x o , then going into state (a, b, A) on reading the last letter of x 0 . Assume 
(a, b, h) ~ 7((t, A, A), XoX ~ "" x~). For each proper prefix, x, of x~+~ stay in state 
(a, b, 3(A, x)). On reading the last letter of x~+ 1 return to state (a, b, A). 
We leave it o the reader to verify that if there is a run on x that enters state 
(a, b, A) infinitely often then x ~ Wx.~(a, b). | 
Again we feel that the following theorem is implicit in the work of Biichi. 
THEOREM 5.5 (Btichi), A set A C ~o~ is co-Z-regular if and only if there is a 
4 ~ J / z  such that A = MOD~(¢). 
Proof. (only if) It  suffices to show that for all X-regular subsets A and B 
of Z + there is a X-formula CA,a with the property that x ~ CA,~ if and only if 
x ~ AB ~. By an argument similar to that in Theorem 4.3, there is a Z-formula 
CA(p, q) for each X-regular subset of 2:+ with the property that Crxa 2 "-" a~ ~z  
~o,q 4A[~ot] if and only if 1 ~ s ~ t ~ m and as "'" a~_l~A. Roughly speaking, 
CA.B says "~P[Vp ( i fp is the first member of P then CA(l, p)) and VpVq (ifp and q 
are consecutive members of P then ¢~(p, q))]. 
(if) I f  ~ e J/Zz. ~ then consider the X-automaton (M~,~ ,F~) where F~ 
{(a, b, A): 3x ~ Z ~ such that x ~z  ¢ and x ~ Wz,~(a, b)}. 
I f  x ~ ACC~((M~,~, F~)) then by Lemma 5.4 x ~ Wz,~(a, b) for some 
(a,b,h) EF~. Choose y so that y~¢ and ycWz.~(a ,b) .  By Lemma 5.2 
x ~,~ y. By Lemma 3.1(ii), x ~z  ¢. Hence x ~ MOD~(¢). On the other hand, 
if x~MOD~(¢)  then by Lemma 5.1 there is a and beQ- -{A} such that 
x ~ W~,,(a, b). Since x ~z  ¢ then (a, b, h) e F¢. Hence x ~ ACC~((M~,~, F~)). | 
Unlike the situation for finite words we do not yet have an automata theoretic 
characterization of sets of the form MOD~(¢) for first-order Z-sentences ~. 
One interesting proposal is the following. Define the w-star free X-regular sets 
to be the smallest class of sets containing the empty set and closed under union, 
complement with respect o Z ~', and concatenation with a star free X-regular 
subset of 2:+ (on the left only). 
THEOREM 5.6. I f  A is a co-star free X-regular set then A = NIOD~(¢) for 
some ¢ ~ £e~ . 
Proof. We can show by induction that if A is co-star free X-regular then there 
is a first-order X-formula CA(P) with the property that x ~z  CAIn] if and only if 
x(s, co)~ A. The definition of ¢ ~ is straightforward, as are the definitions of 
~AvB and CZ~-A given definitions of CA and CB. 
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If  A is a star free X-regular subset of X+ then by a proof similar to the proof 
of Theorem 4.5 there is a first-order X-formula ~bA(p, q) with the property that 
alcr2 "'" ~z  ~bA[s.t]ifandonly~fl~'q <~s~tandas  "'" a, eA .  I f  4~ is given then 
4AB can be defined by 3q[~bA(p, q) ^  4~(q + 1)]. 
The formula that actually defines A is 4A(1). | 
We do not know at this time whether the converse to Theorem 5.6 holds. 
To appreciate the power of the w-star free X-regular sets we show that if 
x, y e X+ then {xy ~} is oJ-star free X-regular. 
{xY ~°} = xYX'° rq x ( X'° - U X*~En-lrX~) , 
where l Y 1 = n and X °~ is simply the complement of ~.  
An analog to Lemma 4.4 also holds for ~o-words. 
LEMMA 5.7. For all n and for all x, y E N* and z ~ X '°, ;~y2~--lz "~'~,n xS 2nz" 
Proof. Let z = aZ' where a ~ 2. Clearly z'  ~z.~ z' and by Lemma 4.4, 
xY 2*-la ~'~Z.n xY 2"or" By piecing together the two corresponding winning strategies 
for Player I I  we obtain the result. | 
Lemma 5.7 provides a fairly simple test for showing certain sets are not equal 
to MODe(4) for any 4 ~ ~z .  As an example let A = (00 u 1)% Suppose 
A = MODe(4) for some 4 ~ ~Z,~ • Let x = 0~1 ~ . By Lemma 5,7 0~"1 °~ ~"~z.~ 
02"-11% Hence by Lemma 3.1 02"-Xl ~ ~{0,1} 4 since 02~1 °~ ={0,1} 4- This is 
impossible because 0~-/1 ~ 6A.  Hence A ~ MODe(4) for any first-order 
Z-sentence 4. It should be noted that A is of the form BC ~' where both B and C 
are star free X-regular sets. 
6. DECISION PROCEDURE FOR THE MONADIC SECOND-ORDER THEORY OF (oJ, <)  
We consider the problem of deciding whether a monadic second-order 
sentence 4 in a binary relation is true in the structure (co, <) .  Biichi (1962) was 
the first to show such a decision procedure xists. In this section we provide an 
alternative decision procedure based on model theoretic games. There is no 
harm in assuming all formulas are already in prenex form. 
The problem of deciding whether a monadic second-order sentence 4 is true 
in (co, <)  is in our terminology simply the problem of deciding if MODe°0}(4) = 
{0 °~} for 4 E ,~gg{0 } . The decision procedure is based on the following two lemmas 
whose proofs are given later. 
Define ~¢[z,,.,, to be the set of all prenex Z-formulas with n quantifiers and 
free individual variables, Pl ,..-, Pm and no free set variables. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let  n and 27 be given. For all x, y e Z +, X c {V, 3} q ,..., t,, ~ ] x ] 
and xP~ ~ ~z  ... . .  the following are equivalent. 
, - - .~  t~nJ ' 
(ii) xt ~ Ix  I -{- mz(n) l y  [ such thatxy~ ~z~ [P l " ' "P~' ; ]  .
t 1 ,..., tm, 
I f  Z is an alphabet hen define 227 to be the alphabet {cri: a E 27 and i = 0, 1}. 
Define hz: 2Z  -+ Z by hz(ai) = ~. The mapping hz can be extended to (227)* L) 
(227) ~ in the natural way. Define dz: 227 -+ {0, 1} by dz(a~) = i. The function d z 
can also be extended to words in the alphabet 227. I f~  is a Z-formula and P is a 
set variable then form the 227-formula, ~P, in the following way. Replace each 
instance of Uo(p) in $ with U%(p) v U~(p)  and replace each instance of P(q) 
in 6 with ~/~z Uo~(q). 
LEMMA 6.2. Let n and Z be given. For all x, y 6 27+, X ~ {V, 3} t 1 .... , tm ~ I x i 
and xP~b ~ J / z ,n .~ the following are equivalent: 
(i) xP¢  
t 1 ,..., tm.I ' 
(ii) XXl , Yl  ~ (2Z) + such that 
(a) hz(Xl) -~ xy ~ and hz (y l )  ~- yt  for  some k, l ~.~ m2z(n - -  l), 
(b) Xly  ' " 'Pm] 
t t I ,..., tmJ 
The essence of these two lemmas is that quantifiers can be made to be bounded 
in the monadic second-order theory of (~o, <)  without affecting truth. 
The algorithm uses a procedure TEST  which has parameters x, y, 6, 27, n, m, 
(t 1,..., t~) where x ,y  e Z +, ~ ~d/ /z .n ,~,  and t 1 .... ,tm ~[x  ]. The value of 
TEST[x,  y, q~, Z, n, m, (tl ,..., t~)] is t rue  just in case 
t 1 ,..., tm 
otherwise the value is false. We define the procedure in an algolic form. 
procedure  TEST  [x, y, ~, 27, n, m, (ta ,... , t,~)]: 
i f  n = 0 then  re turn  x "z  ~ [Pl ,..., Pm] else 
t 1 ,..., tm 
begin 
if  $ = 3p~b then  re turn  
V TEST  [xymz(n) ,y ,  ~, 27, n - -  l, m + 1, (q ..... tin, t)]; 
~<l~l+mZ(~) lui 
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i f  ¢ = Vp¢ then re turn  
A TEST  [xy~z  (~), y ,  ¢, X,  n - -  l, m + l, (tx ,..., t,~, t)]; 
t<.lxl+mz(n)lY[ 
i f  ¢ = 3P¢ then re turn  
V TEST  [xl, Yx, ¢e, 2Z, n --  l, m, (t 1 ..... t,~)]; 
hl(xi)=Xy k
hz(yi) =- y~ and 
k, l <~ m2~(n - -  1) 
i f  ¢ = VP¢ then re turn  
A TEST  [Xl, Yl, CP, 2~7,  iv/ - -  l, m, (t 1 .... , t,n)] 
hz(yi) • y~ and 
k, l ~ m2z(n - -  1) 
end 
A few comments on the procedures are in order. I f  n ---- O, then 
, . . . ,  tml 
if and only if 
, . . . ,  tmJ 
because ach t i is ~< [ x i. Also, whether or not 
x 
can be checked by a subroutine, its value being t rue  or fa lse .  The first parameter 
of TEST  in the two first-order cases is xy  mz¢m in order to satisfy the input 
conditions to TEST.  There is no loss because xy  ~° = xy~zC~ly ~. Finally the 
two preceding lemmas guarantee TEST  works. 
Let ¢ be an arbitrary {0}-sentence. To check that {0 ~} = MOD~o}(¢) we need 
only check that 0 ~ ~{o) ¢. This is done in the following program. 
TEST  FOR 0 ~ ~o/¢ .  
begin 
read ¢; 
n +-- number of quantifiers in ¢; 
v +-- TEST[0, 0, 6, {0}, n, 0, ()] 
end 
The value of v determines if ¢ is true or false in (o0, <).  
We now proceed to prove Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. 
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Proof of Lemma 6.1. The proof is based on a modification of the games 
defined in Section 3. The s-restricted Z, n game in u and v with parameters 
t 1 ,..., t~ is the same as the Z, n game in tt and v except hat the first move must 
be an individual move and if t is the first play in v by either player then t ~< s. 
The remaining n -  1 moves are unrestricted. I f  the n moves are recorded 
{(c¢i,/3/): 1 ~< i ~ n} (where ~/is a play in u and fii is the corresponding play 
in v), then Player I I  wins just in case Player I I  would win the Z, m + n game 
with moves {(ti,  tl): 1 ~< i ~ m} U {(gi, ]~i): 1 ~ i ~ rl}. 
Using an argument parallel to the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.1 
it can be shown that if Player I I  has a winning strategy in the s-restricted Z, 
n game in u and v with parameters t 1,..., t~ then for all Z-formulas of the form 
xP~ ~ d[z  . . . .  we must have 
- xp¢ [pl,.. 
I. t i ,...~ tmJ 
if and only if 
xt ~ s such that v ~z  ~b [Pl ,..., Pro, P] . 
t i , . . ,  t m , t J 
The lemma holds if we can show that there exists a winning strategy for 
Player I I  in the (I x I @ mz(n) iF [)-restricted 2:, n game in xy ~ and xy ~ with 
parameterst  1 , . . . , t~ i f t  I .... ,t,~ ~<Ix] .  
Let k be the least number such that there is l ~> 1 withy ~ ~z,~ yk+Z. There is 
such a h because there are only finitely many ~z,n-equivalence lasses. Now, 
h ~ mz(n ) for otherwise there exist h i < h ~ k such that y~ ~z.~/~ contra- 
dicting the minimality of k. Since y~ ~z,~ yk+~ then certainly k+i~ ~z,n/~+(i+11~ 
for all i ~> O. Hence y~ ~z,~ 2¢ ~+i~ for all i ~> O. 
Player I I 's  winning strategy is as follows. I f  Player I 's first play is restricted 
in the second copy of xy °~ then Player I I  responds with the exact same play in 
the first copy of xy ~. Player I I  continues playing the identity strategy for the 
remaining moves. Let Player I 's first play be unrestricted in the first copy of xy °~ 
and suppose that play is s. I f  s ~ l x [ then Player I I  plays the identity strategy 
again. I f  s > [ x I then let i be the least number such that s <~ 1 x I q- (k @ il) l Y I. 
The first copy of xy °~ can be partitioned into xyk+i~y ~ while the second copy 
can be partitioned into xyky% We havey k ~z.~ y~+iz so Player I I  responds in the 
second copy of xy °~ in the segment from I x I + 1 to i x I q- k l Y I according to 
the winning strategy in the Z, n game in yk and yk+~. Player I I  continues by 
composing the identity strategy in xy°~(1, [x I  + 1) and xy~(1, I x] + 1), his 
winning strategy in xy°~(l x I if- 1, I x [ + (k + il) l Y I + 1) and xy~(] x ] + 1, 
[ x ] + h I Y [ q- 1), and the identity strategy in xy~(I x I + (k + il) I Y I + 1, o~) 
and xy(°(I x [ + k l Y I q- 1, w). Since k <~ ms(n) then Player I I 's  response in 
the first move is less than or equal to the desired bound, Ix  I 4- mz(n) t Y].  | 
Before embarking on the proof of Lemma 6.2 it is useful to remark on the 
correspondence between ¢ and eP. 
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Remark 6.3. Let ~b be a / - fo rmula  with free individual variables Pl ,..., P~ 
and free set variables P, P1 ..... P~. I f  x E Z '°, x '  e (2N)%fz(x') = x and T C [1, co] 
with t E T just in case dz(x'(t)) = 1 then 
if and only if 
t I , . . . ,  t/~ T 1 , . . . ,  T~,  
. . . . .  
t I , . . . ,  t~ T 1 , . . . ,  T~ " 
The remark follows immediately from the definition of ~b P. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. This proof is based on another variant of the Z, n games 
defined in Section 3. The a, b, c-restricted Z, n game in u and v with parameters 
t I ,..., t~ is defined as follows. In the first move Player I selects either an co-word 
ul e (22) ~ such that hz(ul) = u or an co-word v 1 E (2Z) ~° such that hi(v1) = v. 
I f  he chooses v1 then there are k, l ~ c such that for all i > a + kb and j  ~ 0, 
dz(vl(i +f ib))  = dz(vl(i @ ( j  + l) lb)). The selection of u x is arbitrary. The 
remaining n - -  1 moves form the 2Z, n --  1 game defined in Section 3. I f  the 
remaining n - -  1 moves are recorded {ai, fii): 1 ~ i ~ n -- 1}, then Player I I  
wins just in case Player I I  would win in the 227, m + n --  1 game with moves 
{ ( t i ,h ) : l  ~<i~m}u{(~, f l~) : l  ~<i~<n- -  1}. 
Using Remark 6.3 we can argue that if Player I I  has a winning strategy in the 
a, b, c-restricted X, n game with parameters t 1 ,..., tm in u and v, then for all 
/ - formulas of the form xP~b ~ gz,~,,~ the following are equivalent: 
(i) u ~zXP~ b [Pl, . . . ,P~] and 
L t I , . . . ,  traJ 
(ii) Xvx e (2Z) ~ such that 
(a) there are k , l~c  such that for all i>a-} -kb  and j~0,  
dz(vl(i +f ib))  ~- dz(v~(i + ( j  + 1) lb)), 
The proof is entirely analogous to that of Lemma 3.1. 
We will show that Player I I  has a winning strategy in the ] x [, ] y ], m2z(n -- 1)- 
restricted 27, n game in xy ~ and xy ~ with parameters t 1,..., t,~ (provided tl .... , t~n ~< 
[ x 1). This directly implies the lemma. Let u ~ (2Z) ~ such that hz(u) = yo, In 
an application of Ramsey's theorem just like that in the proof of Lemma 5.2, 
there is an infinite set H.  C{i [y [  -}- 1 : i> /  1} and a ~2z,,_l-equivalence 
class bu such that for all i, j ~ / t .  if i < j then u(i, j) e b.. Let a. be the ~2r,, -1- 
equivalence class of u(1, s) where s is the least number of H , .  Let w, be a minimal 
length word in a. with the property that hz(w.) = yk for some k. Let z. be a 
minimal length word in b. with the property that hz(z,) = y~ for some l. Let l, 
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and hu be such that [ wu [ = hu ]Y ] and I z~ ] = lu '~y ',. We now argue that 
k~ ~ m~z(n- -  1). Suppose k~ > m2z(n-- 1), then Wu = uvw with E v[ > 0, 
[ u ] and ! v ] both multiples of] y ] and uv ~2z,~- i  u. Hence uw E ah and h~(uw) = 
yT~ for some k contradicting the fact that w~ was of minimal length in au satis- 
fying h~(wu)= yT~ for some k. The identical argument shows that l~ <~ 
mzz(n - t). 
Player I I 's  winning strategy in the ] x 1, l Y 1, rn2s(n - -  1)-restricted X, n game 
in xy ~ and xy ~' with parameters t i ,..., t,~ is as follows. I f  Player I 's first move is 
a restricted move in the second copy of xy ~° then Player I I  simply plays the 
identity strategy. Suppose then that Player I 's first move is unrestricted in the 
first copy of xy ~. Let the move be xiu e (2X) ~ where [ x I = ] xl I. Player I I 's  
response is to choose XlW~Z~ ~ for the second copy of xy% By the arguments in 
the last paragraph this is a I x I, ]Y I, m2z(n --  1)-restricted move. Let H u = 
{ho, h i .... } with hi < hi+i. Let h = Ix i / + 1 and d~ = [xi l  + hi for i >/0.  
Further, let e~ = h + (k u + il~) l Y [ for i />  0. In the remaining n --  1 moves 
Player: I I  plays the strategy composed of the identity strategy in xiu( l  , h) and 
xiwuz~°'(1, h) and Player I I 's  winning strategy in the 2Z, n --  1 game in the 
pairs of words (Xltt(h , do) , xiw~z~°~(h, e0) and (Xltt(dl , di+i) , (xiw~zn~°(ei, i+l) 
for all i ~> 0. This exploits the fact that u(1, ho) ~2x,~-i w~ and u(hi, hi+i) ~z ,~- i  
z~. | 
There is little question about the impractibility of this decision procedure. 
By the work of Meyer (1973) there is no practical decision procedure of the 
monadic second-order theory of (co, <).  In particular, he shows that there is 
a constant • > 0 such that any Turing machine T that decides whether or not 
a monadic second-order sentence is true in (m, <)  has the property that for 
infinitely many n there is a sentence of length n on which T requires g(e loga n, 0) 
steps and tape cells. 
The procedure TEST  can be used to decide if MOD~(¢) = X~o if ¢ ~ dgz.  
We can use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. I f  ¢ e ~x ,~ then MOD~(¢) -~ X ~ i f  and only i f  for all x, y e X+ 
with Ix  ], l Y] ~ mz(n), xy °~ ~z~.  
Proof. It  follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1 and 5.3. | 
TEST  FOR MOD~(¢) = Z ~ 
begin 
read  ¢; 
n .-- number of quantifiers in ~; 
v *-- /k TEST  [x, y, ¢, X, n, 0, ( )] 
Ix! ,lY[<mz(n) 
end 
The value of v determines if MOD~(¢) = Z ~. 
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7. DECISION PROCEDURES FOR FIRST-ORDER THEORIES 
There is an interesting dichotomy between deciding if MOD~(q~) = 27o~ for 
,~n~Caz when ][Z]] ~ 2 and deciding if MOD~(~)=27o~ for 4~z  when 
11 27 ]] = 1. The latter decision problem is essentially the problem of determining 
if a first-order sentence is true in (oJ, <) .  Both decision problems are special 
cases of the problem of deciding if MOD~(q~) = 27~ for ~ ~ Jg~.  
Meyer and Stockmeyer (1974) have shown that if I] Z' 11 ~ 2, then deciding for 
~ SCz is about as hard (in terms of Turing machine space and time) as deciding 
if MOD~(q~) =- 27o~ for q~ ~ d~z.  Robertson (1974) also has some results in this 
area. 
By contrast, Ferrante (1974) has shown that MOD~}(~) = {0 ~} for $ ~ ~5f{0 } 
can be decided in space n ~ on a Turing machine (n = the length of the sentence 
to be decided). Ferrante's decision procedure is based on model theoretic games. 
In this section we give a relatively simple decision procedure for deciding of 
MOD~(~) = 27~ if ~ e ~q~z. The decision procedure is based on the following 
two lemmas. Let ~qo . . . .  be the set of all first-order formulas in prenex normal 
form with n leading quantifiers and free variables Pi .... , P~ - 
LEMMA 7.1. Let n and X be given. For all x ~ 27*, y ~ 27+, Xi E {V, 3} 1 ~ i ~ n 
and ~ E ~.o ,~ the following are equivalent: 
(i) xy ~ ~ x iP i  "'" xnPn~ b, 
(ii) (Xis~ ~ t~)(X2S 2 ~ t2) "'" (XnSn ~ tn) such that 
where h = [ x I + [ Y [Z~=i 2~-~. 
Proof. The proof depends on a new first-order game. The (t i ,..., tn)- 
restricted first-order 27, n game in u and v is played exactly like the first order 27, 
n game in u and v except when a play is made in v. I f  the ith play in v is s then 
we must have s ~ ti • It  should be clear what it means for each player to win. 
An argument like that of Lemma 3.1 demonstrates that if Player I I  has a 
winning strategy in the (t i ,..., tn)-restricted first-order 27, n game in u and v 
then for all Xi .... , X~ E {V, 3} and ~b E ~az,o, n , u ~z  XlPl " '  x .P~ b if and only if 
(XiSa ~ tl) "" (XnS~ ~ tn) such that 
S 1 , . . . ,  $~J 
The lemma is proved if we can show that Player I I  has a winning strategy in 
the (t 1 ,..., t~)Trestricted first-order 27, n game in xy ~ and xy ~° where ti = 
I x I + ] Y [ ~=i  2~-J. This we prove for all x 6 27", y c 27+ by induction on n. 
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It is clearly true for 0, so assume it is true for n. Let x e 27", y • Z+ be given and 
¢ 2n+l_ j  lett i  = Ix ]  + [y l~ j= l  for 1 ~<i~n+ 1. 
Player I I 's  winning strategy in the (q,..., t~+l)-restricted first-order 27, n 
game in xy °" and xy °" is as follows. 
I f  Player I 's first play is a restricted play in the second copy of xy °" or is 
~< [ x i + [Y I 2~ in the first copy of xy ~ then Player I I  makes exactly the same 
play in the other copy of xy% Let t ---- ] x [ + [y I 2~ + 1. Player I I  continues 
to play the identity strategy in two copies of xy~(1, t) and his winning strategy 
in the (q',..., t,~')-restricted first-order 27, n game in two copies of xy°)It , oJ) where 
t{ = t~+ 1-- t + 1 for 1 ~ i < n. This works because t{ = [y ] ~=1 2~-J and 
xy°~(t, w) = y% 
I f  Player I 's first play is s > ] x [ + I Y ] 2~ in the first copy of xy °" then 
Player I I  responds in the second copy by playing s' where [ x [ + ] y ] (2 ~ -- 1) < 
s' ~ [ x [ + [y [ 2 *~ and s' --= s -- ] x ] (mod ]y ]). Player I 's move partitions 
xy °' into xy*~zwy °" where s = [ xymz ] while Player I I 's  move partitions xy °' 
into xy~"-lzwy ~ where s '=  I xy2"-lz I. Since m ~ 2" then by Lemma 4.4 
xY ~z~'~z,,~xy 2"-1z. Let t = ]xymz]+ 1 and t' = IxY 2~ 1z I+  1. Player I I  
continues by playing his winning strategy in the first order 27, n game in xy~(1, t) 
and xy~(1, t') and his winning strategy in the (tl' , t2', .... t~')-restricted first-order 
Z', n game in xy~(t, co) and xy°'(t ', co), where t{ = t~+ 1-- t' + 1 for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
' x~ 2 n-j and xy°'(t ', co) | This works because t i = ] W ] 4 -  l Y A..j=l = wy% 
LEMMA 7.2. I f4  E ~fz,~ then MODe(4) = X ~ i f  and only i f  for all x, y ~ 2+ 
with ] x [, [ y [ ~ l~(n), xy ~ ~z  4. 
Proof. The proof is the first-order analog of the proof of Lemma 6.3. The 
proof of Lemma 6.3 depends on first-order analogs of Lemmas 5.1-5.3. | 
We are now ready to give a decision procedure for whether or not MODe(4) 
27 ~ when 4 e oLf z . I f  x ~ Z*, y ~ £+ and 4 e ~fz,~ then we define q procedure 
TEST  1 [x, y, 4, Z, n] which returns t rue if xy ~ ~z  4 and false otherwise. 
procedure TEST 1 Ix, y, 4, Z, n]: 
begin 
i 
fo r i=  lunt i lndot~+-]x ]  + Iy ]  ~2~- J ;  
j=l  
let 4 ----- XlPl "'" XnPn~ where ~b • ~x,o.n; 
re turn  (Xlsl ~ tl) " " (X ,s ,  <~ t,) (xY 2"-1 ~z$  [Pl ..... P,])  
end. 
We can substitute xy 2~+~-1 for xy °~ because t i ~ ] xy 2~-1 i for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
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TEST  FOR MODe(S) = Z ~ when $ ~ oLa z . 
beg in  
n +-- number of quantifiers of~; 
v +-  A TEST  1 [x, y, ¢, Z; n] 
Ixl.lvl<Zz(n) 
end 
The value of v determines if MODe(6) = Z °~ or not. 
Let us look at the case when l[ Zll = 1. In this case TEST  l [x ,y ,~,  Z, n] --- 
TEST  1 [x', y', c~, Z, n] for all x, x' 6 Z* and y, y '  ~ Z +. This is because xy '° 
x'y '°~ for all x, x' ~ Z* andy,  y '  ~ 27+. Hence the following algorithm: 
TEST  FOR MOD~)(~) ---- {0 ~} when 4 ~ ~o~ 
beg in  
n +- number of quantifiers of ~; 
v ~-  TEST  l[e, 0, 4, {0}, n] 
end 
This test can be done in space n ~ on a Tur ing machine (n ~--- the length of~). 
This seems to explain the dichotomy between multisymbol alphabets and single 
symbol alphabets. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Model theoretic games are a powerful tool in the study of monadic second- 
order theories of certain linear orders. We would like to see these methods applied 
to monadic second-order theories of trees. Rabin (1969) has already shown that 
the monadic second-order theory of ({0, 1}*, <)  (where x ~ y if and only if x 
is a prefix of y) is decidable. He uses a method similar in spirit to Bfichi's method 
by defining finite automata on infinite trees. We do know that he method of 
model theoretic games can be used to analyze finite trees in a way similar to our 
analyzation of finite words. Automata on finite trees and their application to the 
weak monadic second-order theory of trees has been studied by Thatcher and 
Wright (1968). 
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